AU… have you thought about investing in commodities?
In recent weeks, FNL has considered the growing concerns of potentially toppy equity
markets and clients’ desire for diversified assets. We aren’t calling for “tin foil hats” just
yet, but as diversification becomes increasingly important, we’ve thought it necessary to
reference the increasing levels of correlation in various asset classes and consider why
this is making “alternative assets” both more necessary, but also harder to come by. This
week we turn our focus to commodities, their equity market beta and the increasing
potential of “backwardation” in the commodity futures markets. In their Q2 2017 outlook
for commodities, many research desks have suggested that the oil futures curve may well
move into backwardation. For those that need a little refresh on futures, please see this
previous FNL on the shapes of these curves and why it is so important.
To take a step back before getting into the nitty gritty, investors in commodities point to
three highlights of the asset class – (1) overall low correlation to traditional equities and
bonds; (2) equity like returns and (3) a positive correlation with inflation. Over the last 50+
years the beta of commodities to developed market equities has been close to zero, but
this statistic doesn’t tell the whole story – beta has in fact ranged from as low as -0.39 to
as high as +0.76. The current correlation over a 20year period of the Bloomberg
Commodities index (observed monthly) to the MSCI World is roughly 0.40% – a diversifier
for sure, but more correlated than one might have thought.
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The Midas Touch…
A famous study entitled Facts and Fantasies about Commodity Futures by Yale University
took data from July 1959 to December 2004 (since updated to include recent data) on an
equally weighted index of the most frequently traded commodities and analysed average
returns. They found that a portfolio of fully collateralized commodity futures offered very
similar returns (for a near identical Sharpe ratio) to that of US equities, while maintaining
low degrees of correlation over the longer term. For the geekier amongst you it is a
fascinating study, if a little dense, and makes a well-reasoned argument for commodity
investing as part of a broader portfolio. Moreover, following a strong 2016 (+11%),
numerous institutions have come out in favour of commodities for 2017.
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Upcoming events
23rd to
French Presidential Election 2017
27th April – First Round
27th April Bank of Japan Policy Statement
Draghi comments on Eurozone
27th April Interest Rate announcement
28th April UK and US GDP % y/y

“Our culture runs on coffee and gasoline, the first often tasting like the second” – Edward Abbey
The research team at one of partnered banks assessed the impact of inflows into the Goldman Sachs commodity index (GSCI)
or Bloomberg commodity index (BCOM) on the back of oil becoming backwardated (this is where front month futures cost less
than back month futures). The “rising tide” of oil backwardation should drive new index flows, which in turn should “lift all boats”
and elevate the price of smaller commodities such as copper, and more importantly, move some into backwardation. Specifically,
they were interested in determining, in the event of significant inflows into commodity indexes, how much inflow would be
required to pull other commodities into backwardation. They assumed a 10% increase in total index AUM from the flows into the
BCOM, and estimated that this would result in approximately 7,600 contracts being bought in COMEX copper. Over a 12- week
period, this would elevate front month copper prices, but also prices along the curve. They believe that the contango between
1month copper futures and 6month copper futures would disappear within three weeks, and after 12 weeks there would be
significant backwardation. Logic dictates that the same is likely of other commodities, though the nuances of each market would
obviously determine the precise price impact and how the curve might change.
Suffice to say, using copper as an example, a move into backwardation in oil, analysts strongly believe would create a change
in sentiment, initiate renewed interest in the commodity complex, and generate inflows that would elevate commodity prices.
This could, in many instances, lift commodities from a state of contango into backwardation. This structural change to the
commodities curve improves pricing in longer dated participation structures as naturally, if the forward is less expensive an
investor is able to purchase more upside than if it were at a higher price. Fortem and our partner banks will remain vigilant and
be sure to make our clients aware if this does occur. Currently longer term futures are still quite expensive, and as such
favourable pricing is harder to find (though there are exceptions). The below structure provides geared participation to Gold for
example with a strong level of capital protection.
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However, there are other ways to play the commodity theme… Given the research detailed above, what about an investment
with near zero equity beta, that benefits from inflows to the traditional commodity indices? Citigroup and Fortem have together
developed a capital protected structure on a “smart index” launched by Citigroup’s commodities team. The basic premise is that
the major commodity indices have fixed schedules for rolling their futures, so by rolling prior to this, an investor is able to take
advantage of the structural market inefficiencies that result from forced buyers and sellers. The average return of this index is
3.96% p.a. since inception in 2012, while simulated 10year return performance returns 5.51% p.a. (with a Sharpe ratio of 1.50).
The simulated returns of the index have been as high as 16.5% in a single year, while also managing to return consistent positive
results year on year to date. As result of the low volatility target (3%), call options on the index are very cheap; so cheap in fact
that we can deliver a capital protected product on it with 2x leverage. Please see a brief summary of terms below with BBG
ticker. Due to the unique nature of the product, this merits a more in depth discussion.
Smart Commodities
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Citigroup 5 Year USD Capital Protected Participation
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For more details on any of the studies referenced in this week’s FNL, or to find out more about the products described above,
do please get in touch via the usual means.
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